Moroccan food is sensual exotic, and a feast for the eyes. In Flavors of Morocco, Ghillie Basan brings you tantalizing recipes for authentic Moroccan food, allowing you to recreate the scents and flavors of this fascinating culinary tradition at home. Follow simple Kemsia and Salad recipes such as Garlicky Fava Bean Dip or Carrot and Cumin Salad with Orange Blossom Water. Make the traditional Classic Chicken Pie with Cinnamon (BStilla) from Soups, Breads, and Savory Pastries. A chapter on Tagines, Kdras, and Couscous features the classic Lamb Tagine with Almonds, Prunes, and Apricots and some Kdras (stews), such as Chicken Kdras with Chickpeas, Raisins, and Red Bell Peppers, Grills, Pan-fries, and Roasts include Roast Duck with Honey, Pears, and Figs. Delicious Vegetables, Side dishes, and Preserves include Casablanca Stuffed Tomatoes and Green Leaf and Herb Jam with Olives. Finally, Sweet Snacks, Desserts, and Drinks features treats such as Rose-flavored Milk Pudding--perfect to serve with authentic Mint Tea or a glass of Almond Milk. Also appearing throughout the book are essays on: The Olive and the Argan; Islam, Ramadan, and Bread; Dadas and the Traditional Kitchen; Berber Traditions and Tagines; The Art of Making Couscous; The Souks, Spices, and Sensual Flavors; and finally, Hospitality and Mint Tea.

My Personal Review:
Want to take a virtual vacation with incredible photographic details along the delightful recipes? One for each recipe plus more? Check out Ghillies latest book with Peter Cassidys photos. I also use this one as a coffee table book. I will be looking for books using Peters photos. This visually luxurious book even contains a satin ribbon installed in the books spine to find the vacation moment/recipe where you were last interrupted.
It is her best yet! I will be waiting for her next book. More with Peter Cassidy's photos please?
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